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Abstract
We generalize the Gauss–Bonnet and Poincaré–Hopf theorems to the case of orbifolds with boundary. We present two such
generalizations, the first in the spirit of Satake, in which the local data (i.e. integral of the curvature in the case of the Gauss–Bonnet
theorem and the index of the vector field in the case of the Poincaré–Hopf theorem) is related to Satake’s orbifold Euler–Satake
characteristic, a rational number which depends on the orbifold structure.
For the second pair of generalizations, we use the Chen–Ruan orbifold cohomology to express the local data in a way which can
be related to the Euler characteristic of the underlying space of the orbifold.
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1. Introduction
An orbifold is perhaps the simplest case of a singular space; it is a topological space that is locally diffeomorphic
to Rn/G where G is a finite group. Orbifolds were originally introduced by Satake in [10] and [11], where they were
given the name V -manifold, and rediscovered by Thurston in [14], where the term orbifold was coined (see also [1]).
Satake and Thurston’s definitions differ, however, in that Satake required the group action to have a fixed point set of
codimension at least two, while Thurston did not. Hence, Thurston’s definition allows group actions such as reflections
through hyperplanes. Today, authors differ on whether or not this requirement is made; often, when it is, the orbifolds
are referred to as codimension-2 orbifolds. It is these orbifolds which are our object of study.
The starting point of this paper is Satake’s Gauss–Bonnet theorems for orbifolds and orbifolds with boundary [11].
Satake’s result can be reworked using the more modern definition of an orbifold with boundary and recent results on
manifolds due to Sha [13]. The resulting Gauss–Bonnet and Poincaré–Hopf theorems are as follows.
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C. Seaton / Differential Geometry and its Applications 26 (2008) 42–51 43Theorem 1.1 (First Gauss–Bonnet theorem for orbifolds with boundary). Let Q be a compact orbifold of dimension
n with boundary M , and let E(Ω) be the Euler curvature form defined in terms of the curvature Ω of a connection
ω. Then
orb∫
Q
E(Ω) =
{
χ ′orb(Q), n = 2m,
χ ′orb(Q)− 12χorb(M), n = 2m+ 1.
Theorem 1.2 (First Poincaré–Hopf theorem for orbifolds with boundary). Let Q be a compact oriented orbifold with
boundary M . Let X be vector field on Q which has a finite number of singularities, all of which occurring on the
interior of Q. Then
indorb(X) =
{
χ ′orb(Q)+ α∗Υ ([M]), n = 2m,
α∗Υ ([M]), n = 2m+ 1.
The definitions of the Euler curvature form E(Ω), the secondary class Υ , the orbifold Euler–Satake character-
istic χorb(Q), and inner orbifold Euler–Satake characteristic χ ′orb(Q) are recalled in Section 2. The proofs of these
theorems are straightforward generalizations of the proofs for the case of smooth manifolds; see [12] for more details.
Additionally, we develop a Gauss–Bonnet integrand and corresponding orbifold Euler Class eorb(Q) whose inte-
gral relates to the Euler Characteristic of the underlying topological space as opposed to the orbifold Euler–Satake
characteristic. The definition of this class requires the orbifold cohomology theory of Chen–Ruan [3], and hence
is restricted to the case of an orbifold that admits an almost complex structure. The resulting theorem, which also
generalizes the Gauss–Bonnet theorem, is as follows.
Theorem 1.3 (Second Gauss–Bonnet theorem for orbifolds with boundary). Let Q be a closed oriented orbifold of
dimension n with boundary M , and suppose Q carries a connection ω with curvature Ω that respects the product
structure near the boundary. Let, ω˜, Ω˜ , etc. be the induced connection and curvature forms on Q˜, and then
orb∫
Q˜
E(Ω˜) = χ ′(XQ)− 12χ(XM).
If Q is almost complex, then E(Ω˜) represents an element of the cohomology ring H ∗orb(Q) which is independent of
the connection on Q.
In this case, we are also able to obtain a second generalization of the Poincaré–Hopf theorem involving the same
topological invariant.
Theorem 1.4 (Second Poincaré–Hopf theorem for orbifolds with boundary). Let Q be a compact oriented orbifold
with boundary M , and suppose Q admits an almost complex structure. Let X be vector field on Q which has a finite
number of singularities, all of which occurring on the interior of Q. Then with Q˜, X˜, etc. defined as in Section 3, we
have
indorb(X˜) = χ ′(XQ)+ α˜∗Υ˜
([M˜]).
The statements of these theorems in the case that Q is closed are given as Theorem 3.2 and Corollary 3.4.
The outline of this work is roughly as follows. In Section 2, we review the necessary background information and
fix notation. Section 3 reviews the orbifold cohomology of Chen–Ruan and revisits the above theorems in this context.
We prove Theorems 1.3 and 1.4, developing results that relate to the Euler characteristic of the underlying space of
the orbifold.
This paper is based on the author’s PhD dissertation at the University of Colorado at Boulder under the supervision
of Carla Farsi. The author is honored to thank Carla Farsi, Alexander Gorokhovsky, Erich McAlister, Arlan Ramsay,
Yongbin Ruan, and Siye Wu for discussions, suggestions and guidance during the preparation of this paper.
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In this section, we collect the background information we will need and fix notation. For more information, the
reader is referred to the original work of Satake in [10] and [11], and to [2], which contains as an appendix a thorough
introduction to orbifolds focusing on their differential geometry.
Let XQ be a Hausdorff space.
Definition 2.1 (orbifold chart). Let U ⊂ XQ be a connected open set. A (C∞) orbifold chart for U (also known as a
(C∞) local unifomizing system) is a triple {V,G,π} where
• V is an open subset of Rn,
• G is a finite group with a (C∞) action on V such that the fixed point set of any γ ∈ G which does not act trivially
on V has codimension at least 2 in V , and
• π :V → U is a surjective continuous map such that ∀γ ∈ G, π ◦ γ = π that induces a homeomorphism
π˜ :V/G → U .
If G acts effectively on V , then the chart is said to be effective.
The definition of the appropriate notion of chart for orbifolds with boundary is similar, where V is an open subset
of Rn+ := {(x1, x2, . . . , xn) ∈ Rn :x1  0}, and that γ ∂Rn+ ⊂ ∂Rn+ for each γ ∈ G. Note also that if {V,G,π} is an
orbifold chart with boundary for some set U , then restricting the chart to ∂V = ∂Rn+ ∩V , it is clear that {∂V,G,π|∂V }
is an orbifold chart without boundary for π(∂V ).
We will always use the notation that if Vi is the domain of a chart, then Gi is the group of the chart, πi the projection
for the chart, and Ui the range of the chart; i.e. items with the same subscript correspond to the same chart.
Orbifold charts relate to one another via injections. An injection λij is a pair {fij , φij } where
• fij :Gi → Gj is an injective homomorphism such that if Ki and Kj denote the kernel of the action of Gi and
Gj , respectively, then fij restricts to an isomorphism of Ki onto Kj , and
• φij :Vi → Vj is a smooth embedding such that πi = πj ◦φij and such that for each γ ∈ Gi , φij ◦ γ = fij (γ ) ◦φij
(see [2], [11], or [12]).
Two orbifold charts {Vi,Gi,πi} and {Vj ,Gj ,πj } are said to be equivalent if Ui = Uj , and there is an injection λij
with fij an isomorphism and φij a diffeomorphism.
Definition 2.2 (orbifold). Let XQ be a Hausdorff space. A defining family for an orbifold structure on XQ is a family
F of orbifold charts (without boundary) for open subsets of XQ such that
• Each p ∈ XQ is contained in an open set Ui covered by an orbifold chart {Vi,Gi,πi} ∈F . If p ∈ Ui ∩Uj for Ui
and Uj uniformized sets, then there is a uniformized set Uk such that p ∈ Uk ⊂ Ui ∩Uj .
• Whenever Ui ⊂ Uj for two uniformized sets, there is an injection λij : {Vi,Gi,πi} → {Vj ,Gj ,πj }.
Two defining families F and F ′ are directly equivalent if they are both contained in a third defining family, and are
equivalent if there is a finite sequence {Fi}ri=1 of defining families such that F1 = F , Fr = F ′, and Fi is directly
equivalent to Fi+1 for each i with 1 i  r −1. An orbifold Q is a Hausdorff space XQ together with an equivalence
class of defining families. The space XQ is known as the underlying space of Q. If each chart in a defining family F
for Q is effective, then Q is said to be a effective orbifold.
Again, the definition of an orbifold with boundary is identical, except that it allows orbifold charts with boundary.
In this case, ∂Q :=⋃{Vi,Gi ,πi }∈F πi(∂Vi) is the boundary of Q. It is easy to see that the restrictions {∂Vi,Gi, (πi)|∂Vi }
endow ∂Q with the structure of an orbifold.
Fix p ∈ Q, and say p ∈ U for some set U ⊂ Q uniformized by {V,G,π}. Let p˜ ∈ V such that π(p˜) = p, and let Ip˜
denote the isotropy subgroup of p˜ ∈ V . Then the isomorphism class of Ip˜ depends only on p (see [11], page 468). We
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the kernel of the action of the local group, then p is singular; otherwise, it is nonsingular. The collection of singular
points of Q is denoted ΣQ.
Orbifold vector bundles ρ : E → V are defined locally as G-vector bundles over uniformized sets (see [7], [11],
and [2]). We require that, if the orbifold is not effective, then the kernel of the actions on the base and total space
coincide; hence, our definition of orbifold vector bundle coincides with Ruan’s definition of a good orbifold vector
bundle. Sections of orbifold vector bundles are locally G-equivariant sections.
In particular, the tangent bundle ρ : TQ → Q of an orbifold is defined to be the collection of tangent bundles T V
over each V where the G-action is given by the differential of the injection induced by the group action. If p ∈ Q,
we refer to the maximal vector space in TpQ := ρ−1(p) as the space of tangent vectors at p. The tangent vectors at
a singular point are tangent to the singular set. In the same manner, we can define the cotangent bundle, its exterior
powers, etc. of an orbifold Q.
Given a metric on TQ, the exponential map exp: TQ → Q is defined. Using this map and the fact that the
G-action on the tangent bundle is linear, given an orbifold chart {V,G,π}, we define an equivalent orbifold chart
{V ′,G′,π ′} such that U = U ′ (i.e. π(V ) = π ′(V ′)), and such that G′ acts on V ′ ⊆Rn as a subgroup of O(n). Picking
a point p ∈ U ′ and reducing domains, then, we always have that there is an orbifold chart {V ′′,G′′,π ′′} for an open
neighborhood U ′′ of p such that G′′ acts linearly on V ′′ and p = π ′′(0). In particular, G′′ is the isotropy subgroup
of p. Throughout, we will use the convention that, for a given point p ∈ Q, a chart labeled {Vp,Gp,πp} has these
properties with respect to p. We refer to such a chart as an orbifold chart at p (see [2] for details).
Now, let Q be a compact, connected, orientable orbifold of dimension n with boundary ∂Q =: M , taking the
orientation of M to be the orientation inherited from Q with respect to the outer unit normal vector field. We will
use with liberty the fact that there is a neighborhood of M in Q diffeomorphic to [0, ) × M . Let ρ :E → Q be an
orbifold vector bundle over Q of rank l = 2m or 2m + 1 equipped with a Euclidean metric. Let SE denote the unit
sphere bundle of E with respect to the metric, with projection still denoted ρ. Fix a compatible SO(n)-connection ω
with curvature Ω on E. With respect to a local orthonormal frame (e1, . . . , el) for E, we let (u1, . . . , ul) denote the
component functions on E and (θ1, . . . , θl) the basic forms: θ := du+ωu.
For the specific case where E = TQ is the tangent bundle of Q and so l = n, we require that the connection respect
the product structure of Q near the boundary. In particular, at any point p ∈ M , with respect to any chart {V,G,π}
and any oriented orthonormal frame field (e1, e2, . . . , en) for the fiber (π∗TQ)p˜ at p˜ (π(p˜) = p as usual) such that
e1 is normal to the boundary, we have that ωi,j = Ωi,j = 0 whenever i = 1 or j = 1.
We will follow Sha’s notation for the most part, letting E(Ω) denote the Euler curvature form (with respect to the
curvature Ω of a connection ω that respects the product structure near the boundary) and Ψ its secondary form. The
definitions of these forms originally appeared in [4] and [5] for manifolds; see also [11] for the orbifold case. Our sign
conventions are chosen so that in the resulting formula, the index of the vector field has the same sign in both the even
and odd cases. Hence, we will use the following definitions for an arbitrary vector bundle of rank l:
E(Ω) :=
{ 1
22mπmm!
∑
τ∈S(l)(−1)τΩτ(1)τ (2) ∧ · · · ∧Ωτ(l−1)τ (l), if l = 2m is even,
0, if l = 2m+ 1 is odd
is the Euler curvature form, which agrees with the definition of Sha [13]. The secondary form on the unit sphere
bundle is
Ψ =
⎧⎨⎩
(−1)m
πm
∑m−1
k=0 (−1)k 11·3···(l−2k−1)2m+k ·k!Φk, if l = 2m is even,
−1
2lπmm!
∑m
k=0
(
m
k
)
Φk, if l = 2m+ 1 is odd,
where
Φk =
∑
τ∈S(l)
(−1)τ uτ(1)θτ(2) ∧ · · · ∧ θτ(l−2k) ∧Ωτ(l−2k+1)τ (l−2k+2) ∧ · · · ∧Ωτ(l−1)τ (l).
We have that on the unit sphere bundle, dΨ = −ρ∗E(Ω), where ρ :Q → SE again denotes the bundle projection.
Moreover, we have that
∫
SEp
Ψ = 1|Ip | where p is any point in Q with isotropy Ip .
We use the notation χorb(M) and χ ′orb(Q) to denote the orbifold Euler–Satake characteristic and inner orbifold
Euler–Satake characteristic of M and Q, respectively, whose definitions we recall.
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simplex σ ∈ T (see [8] for a verification of the existence of such a triangulation). Then, letting Nσ denote this order,
the orbifold Euler–Satake characteristic is defined to be
χorb(Q) =
∑
σ∈T
(−1)dim σ
Nσ
.
In the case that Q has boundary M , the inner orbifold Euler–Satake characteristic χ ′orb(Q) is defined similarly,
but taking the sum over those simplices in the interior of Q (see [11]).
3. The Gauss–Bonnet integrand in Chen–Ruan cohomology
In this section, we examine Theorems 1.2 and 1.1 in terms of the orbifold cohomology developed in [3]. In par-
ticular, we are interested in cohomology classes corresponding to those of E(Ω) and Ψ . Roughly speaking, the
Chen–Ruan orbifold cohomology of an orbifold Q contains the usual cohomology of Q as a direct summand, but
contains as well the cohomology groups of the twisted sectors, corresponding to components of the singular set of
Q with the same isotropy group. With respect to this decomposition, the new characteristic classes will project to
the usual ones. They will, however, have additional lower-degree terms corresponding to the contributions of the sin-
gular sets. Our results, then, will involve the Euler characteristic of the underlying topological space instead of the
orbifold Euler characteristic. Taking the point of view that an orbifold structure is a generalization of a differentiable
structure on a manifold, we obtain results for orbifolds much more in keeping with the original Gauss–Bonnet and
Poincaré–Hopf theorems. Again, unless otherwise specified, all orbifolds are assumed to be effective.
We note that the Chen–Ruan orbifold cohomology has only been defined for orbifolds that admit an almost complex
structure, which is needed to define the grading and multiplication of the cohomology ring. However, as we do not use
these structures, our results can be stated on the level of differential forms on the space of sectors Q˜ (defined below)
in the case that Q does not admit an almost complex structure.
3.1. Chen–Ruan orbifold cohomology
Here, we review the construction of Chen–Ruan orbifold cohomology for the sake of making our notation explicit.
For the most part, we follow the notation in [2], [3], and [9].
Let Q be an orbifold, and select for each p ∈ Q a chart {Vp,Gp,πp} at p. Then the set
Q˜ = {(p, (g)Gp): p ∈ Q,g ∈ Gp}
(where (g)Gp is the conjugacy class of g in Gp) is naturally an orbifold, with local charts{
πp,g:
(
V
g
p ,C(g)
)→ V gp /C(g): p ∈ Q,g ∈ Gp},
where V gp is the fixed point set of g in Vp and C(g) is the centralizer of g in Gp . If Q is closed, then Q˜ is closed, but it
need not be connected, and its connected components need not be of the same dimension. An equivalence relation can
be placed on the elements of the groups Gp so that if T denotes the set of equivalence classes and (g) the equivalence
class of g,
Q˜ =
⊔
(g)∈T
Q˜(g) where Q˜(g) =
{
(p, (g′)Gp): g′ ∈ Gp, (g′)Gp ∈ (g)
}
.
Each Q˜(g) is a sector of Q; Q˜(1) is the nontwisted sector, and Q˜(g) for (g) = (1) is a twisted sector. The map
π : Q˜ → Q with (p, (g)Gp) → p, is a C∞ map.
If Q is an almost complex orbifold, a function ι : Q˜ →Q is defined which is constant on the connected components
of Q˜. If n(g) denotes the codimension of Q˜(g) in Q, then 2ι(g)  ng , with equality only when g = 1. This is called the
degree shifting number of (g). The orbifold cohomology groups are defined by
Hdorb(Q) =
⊕
Hd−2ι(g) (Q˜(g)),
(g)∈T
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extends directly to the case of orbifolds with boundary, where we take the usual de Rham cohomology groups relative
the boundary.
Since each Q˜(g) can be mapped onto a subset of Q, geometric constructions (i.e. bundles and their sections) on
Q can be naturally extended to geometric constructions on Q˜. In what follows, we wish to extend the characteristic
classes of bundles over Q to characteristic classes of associated bundles over Q˜; however, pulling back such bundles
via π will be insufficient. In particular, if E → Q is a rank k orbifold vector bundle and p ∈ Q is a singular point
contained in a singular set of dimension l < k, then the maximal vector space in a fiber over p may have dimension <k.
This implies, for instance, that any k-form on Q is zero at p (recall that it is required of sections s of an orbifold vector
bundle that for each q ∈ Q, s(q) is contained in the subspace of the fiber over q which is fixed by Gq ). In particular,
any form representing the Euler class of E is zero at p, so that the pull-back π∗ of this form will be zero on each
connected component Q˜(g) of Q˜ of dimension is less than k.
Instead, we will associate to each bundle E → Q a bundle E˜ → Q˜ whose dimension on each component Q˜(g) is
equal to the dimension of the maximal vector space of E over the image of Q˜(g) in Q. We will then apply the Chern–
Weil construction to a connection on E˜ in order to define characteristic classes in H ∗orb(Q) which are invariants of E.
3.2. The Gauss–Bonnet and Poincaré–Hopf theorems in Chen–Ruan cohomology
Let Q be a closed orbifold of dimension n, and let ρ : E → Q be an orbifold vector bundle of rank k. As E is an
orbifold, we may apply the construction to form its space of sectors E˜.
Lemma 3.1. With E, Q as above, E˜ is naturally an orbifold vector bundle over Q˜.
Proof. First, we note that as the local groups and injections of E are precisely those of Q, the set T is identical for
both orbifolds. Let ρ˜ : E˜ → Q˜ be defined by ρ˜(e, (g)) = (ρ(e), (g)). Then ρ˜ is certainly well-defined, as e is fixed by
a group element if ρ(e) is.
Fix a point (e, (g)) ∈ E˜, where e ∈ E and (g) ∈ T , and let p := ρ(e) ∈ Q denote the projection of e. Then
by the definition of E˜, (e, (g)) is contained in a uniformizing set {V ge ,C(g),πe,g} induced by a uniformizing set
{Ve,C(g),πe,g} of e. Moreover, we can take this orbifold chart for E to be a uniformizing system (Vp ×Rk,Gp, π˜p)
of the rank k orbifold bundle induced by a system {Vp,Gp,πp} near p in Q. Hence, Ve = Vp × Rk , Ge = Gp , and
πe = π˜p .
By our definition of orbifold vector bundle, the kernel of the Gp action on the Rk fiber over a point y ∈ Vp is the
kernel of the Gp action on y. Hence, the fixed point set V ge of g in Ve = Vp ×Rk is V gp × (Rk)g . As g acts linearly on
Rk , each fiber (Rk)g is a subspace isomorphic to Rl for some l  k. If we define the map ρ˜2 : V ge = V gp × (Rk)g → V gp
by projection onto the first factor, then for any f = (y, v) ∈ V ge (say πp(y) = q ∈ Q), we have that
πp,g ◦ ρ˜2(f ) = πp,g(y) =
(
q, (g)
)= ρ˜((q, (g)), v)= ρ˜ ◦ πe,g(f ),
and hence that πp,g ◦ ρ˜2 = ρ˜ ◦ πe,g .
Hence,{
V
g
e ,C(g),πe,g
}= {V gp × (Rk)g,C(g),πe,g}
is a rank l uniformizing system for a bundle over the uniformizing system {V gp ,C(g),πp,g} about (p, (g)) ∈ Q˜.
We have that any point (e, (g)) of E˜ is contained in a bundle uniformizing system over a uniformizing sys-
tem of (ρ(e), (g)) ∈ Q˜ with projection ρ˜. Given a compatible cover U of Q˜ (which can be taken to be induced
by a compatible cover of Q) an injection λ˜: {V gp ,C(g),πp,g} → {V hq ,C(h),πq,h} is always the restriction of an
injection λ: {Vp,Gp,πp} → {Vq,Gq,πq} (by [11, Lemma 1] there is a bijection between elements of Gq and
such injections; hence, restricting to the subgroup C(h) decreases the number of injections). Then the transition
map φ˜: V gp → Aut(l) is simply the restriction of the corresponding transition map φ: Vp → Aut(Rn) for E to the
fixed-point set V gp . Therefore, these uniformizing systems patch together to give E˜ the structure of an orbibundle
over Q˜. 
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collection of sectors of the tangent bundle of Q. Similarly, the constructions of the cotangent, exterior power, and
tensor bundles commute with this construction. Moreover, any smooth section ω of the bundle E naturally induces a
smooth section ω˜ of the bundle E˜ via ω˜ : (p, (g)) → (ω(p), (g)). If ω is nonvanishing, then ω˜ is clearly nonvanishing
as well.
Theorem 3.2 (The second Gauss–Bonnet theorem for closed orbifolds). Let Q be a closed oriented orbifold of dimen-
sion n, and suppose Q carries a connection ω with curvature Ω . Let ω˜ denote the induced connection ω on T˜ Q, and
let Ω˜ denote its curvature. Let E(Ω˜) denote the Euler curvature form of Ω˜ , defined on Q˜, and then
orb∫
Q˜
E(Ω˜) = χ(XQ),
the Euler characteristic of the underlying topological space of Q. Moreover, if Q is almost complex, then E(Ω˜)
represents an element of the cohomology ring H ∗orb(Q) that is independent of the connection on Q.
Proof. We first note that on each Q˜(g), E(Ω˜) is a representative of the Euler class of Q˜(g), so that, by the Gauss–
Bonnet theorem for orbifolds [11],
orb∫
Q˜
E(Ω˜) =
∑
(g)∈T
orb∫
Q˜(g)
E(Ω˜) =
∑
(g)∈T
χorb(Q˜(g)),
where again the sum is over the set T of equivalence classes of local group elements. Note that Q˜ has a finite number
of connected components (i.e. T is finite).
Now, let T be a simplicial decomposition of Q such that for each simplex σ ∈ T , the order of the isotropy group
Gp of p is constant on the interior of σ (again, the existence of such a triangulation is verified in [8]). Let T˜ be the
simplicial decomposition of Q˜ induced by T , and for each σ ∈ T , denote by σ(g) the corresponding simplex in T˜
which lies in Q˜(g). As T is finite, let σ 0, σ 1, . . . , σ k be an enumeration of the simplices in T so that T˜ = {σ i(g): 0
i  k, (g) ∈ T }.
For each σ i(g), let p
i
(g) be a point on the interior of the simplex, and let h
i
(g) be an element of Gpi(g) such that
hi(g) ∈ (g). Note that the order |(hi(g))Gpi
(g)
| of the conjugacy class of hi(g) in Gpi(g) , as well as the orders |Gpi(g) | and
|C(hi(g))|, are independent of the choices of pi(g) and hi(g). Hence,
∑
(g)∈T
χorb(Q˜(g)) =
∑
(g)∈T
k∑
i=0
(−1)dimσ i(g) 1|C(hi(g))|
(if there is no σ i(g) for a specific (g) and i, then let the term be zero)
=
∑
(g)∈T
k∑
i=0
(−1)dimσ i(g) |(h
i
(g)
)|
|Gpi
(g)
| (as |Gpi(g) | = |(h
i
(g))||C(hi(g))|)
=
k∑
i=0
∑
(g)∈T : (g)∩G
pi
(g)
=∅
(−1)dimσ i(g) |(h
i
(g))|
|Gpi
(g)
| =
k∑
i=0
(−1)dimσ i(1)
|Gpi
(g)
|
|Gpi
(g)
| =
k∑
i=0
(−1)dimσ i(1)
= χ(XQ).
To finish the proof, suppose Q is almost complex, and note that for each (g) ∈ T , as Q˜(g) is on its own an orbifold,
E(Ω˜) is a representative of the Euler class of Q˜(g) in H ∗(Q˜(g)). Denote this nonhomogeneous class e(Q˜(g)), and
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(g)∈T
e(Q˜(g)) ∈ H ∗orb(Q).
It is clear that this class is invariant of the choice of connection, as each e(Q˜(g)) is. If Q˜(g) has dimension d(g), then
e(Q˜(g)) is an element of H
d(g)+2ι(g)
orb (Q). 
Note that it is inessential that Ω˜ be defined as being induced by a connection on Q; the theorem holds if we begin
with an arbitrary connection on Q˜. Moreover, note that the almost complex structure is only required for the definition
of H ∗orb(Q).
In the case of an almost complex, effective orbifold Q of dimension n, the cohomology group Hnorb(Q) is isomor-
phic to the de Rham group Hn(Q). Hence, the top part of E(Ω˜) is a representative of the Euler class of Q with respect
to this isomorphism. In the case that Q is not effective, if i denotes the number of elements of T whose representatives
act trivially, then Hnorb(Q) is isomorphic to H
n(Q)⊕Hn(Q)⊕ · · ·⊕Hn(Q) (i copies). Then the top part of E(Ω˜) is
i copies of the Euler curvature form.
Definition 3.3. Let Q be an almost complex, closed, oriented orbifold, E → Q a vector bundle, and E˜ → Q˜ the
induced bundle. The orbifold Euler class eorb(E) is the cohomology class represented by E(Ω˜) in H ∗orb(Q) for some
connection ω˜ on Q˜ with curvature Ω˜ .
Corollary 3.4 (The second Poincaré–Hopf theorem for closed orbifolds). Let X be a vector field on the closed oriented
orbifold Q with a finite number of zeros, and let X˜ be the induced vector field on Q˜. Then
indorb(X˜) = χ(XQ).
Proof. This follows from the Poincaré–Hopf theorem for closed orbifolds [11], applied to each connected component
of Q˜. Note that, as vector fields must be tangent to the singular set, a vector field with a finite number of zeros on Q
will induce a vector field with a finite number of zeros on Q˜. 
Again, it is inessential that the vector field on Q˜ be induced by a vector field on Q.
Note that in a similar way, we can define other characteristic classes for orbifolds using the Chern–Weil construc-
tions. In particular, we have the analogous orbifold Chern character chorb(E) of a complex vector bundle E and the
orbifold Todd class Torb(Q). Using these classes it is no surprise that the Chen–Ruan orbifold cohomology offers a
convenient setting for the restatement of Kawasaki’s Index Theorem for orbifolds (see [6]).
3.3. The case with boundary
We return to the case of an orbifold with boundary. A modification of the proof of Theorem 3.2 results in Theo-
rem 1.3.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Again, by Theorem 1.1,
orb∫
Q˜
E(Ω˜) =
∑
(g)∈T
orb∫
Q˜(g)
E(Ω˜) =
∑
(g)∈T
χ ′orb(Q˜(g))−
1
2
χorb(M(g)).
Using a simplicial decomposition of Q as above and the same counting argument, we have∑
(g)∈T
χ ′orb(Q˜(g))−
1
2
χorb(M(g)) = χ ′(XQ)− 12χ(XM). 
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orb∫
Q˜
E(Ω˜) = χ ′(XQ),
and in the case where n is odd,
1
2
χ(XM) = χ ′(XQ).
Proof of Theorem 1.4. Let Ψ˜ be defined in the natural way by taking the sum of Ψ on each connected component
of Q˜. Then the relation −dΨ˜ = ρ∗E(Ω˜) is immediate, as it is true on each connected component. Again, let X˜
denote the extension of the vector field X to Q˜. We again use Sha’s argument, but apply Theorem 1.3 instead of the
Theorem 1.1.
If the dimension n = 2m of Q is even, then
χ ′(XQ) =
orb∫
Q
E(Ω˜) (by Theorem 1.3)
= lim
r→0+
orb∫
Q˜\Br (p)
α∗ρ∗
(
E(Ω˜)
)= − lim
r→0+
orb∫
Q˜\Br(p)
dα∗(Ψ˜ )
= lim
r→0+
orb∫
∂Br (p)
α∗(Ψ˜ )−
orb∫
M˜
α∗(Ψ˜ ) = indorb(X˜)−
orb∫
M˜
α∗(Ψ˜ ),
and hence
indorb(X˜) = χ ′(XQ)+
orb∫
M˜
α∗(Ψ˜ ).
Note that the singular points p are taken to be those of X˜, and hence the Br(p) contains balls about each singular
point of X˜.
Making the identical modification to the proof in the case that n = 2m+ 1 is odd, we obtain
χ ′(XQ)− 12χ(XM) = ind
orb(X˜)−
∫
M˜
α∗(Ψ˜ ),
and hence
indorb(X˜) = χ ′(XQ)− 12χ(XM)+
orb∫
M
α∗(Ψ˜ ).
Now, note that in the case that Q admits a complex structure, as the cohomology class of Ψ is independent of the
connection chosen, the cohomology class Υ˜ of Ψ˜ in H ∗orb(STQ|M) is similarly independent. In fact, it is clear that
we can define Υ˜ to be the sum of the cohomology classes of the forms Ψ defined on each connected component of
Q˜ from the connection, and then Ψ˜ would be a representative of the cohomology class Υ˜ . Hence, we have proven
Theorem 1.4. 
In the statement of Theorem 1.4, α˜∗Υ˜ ([M˜]) refers to the integral of any form representing the cohomology class
Υ˜ over the orbifold M˜ ; we have chosen to use this notation to emphasize the fact that the value of this integral is
independent of the particular representative of Υ˜ chosen.
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mology H ∗orb(Q). Similar statements can be made on the level of differential forms in the case that Q is not almost
complex.
Note that in the case that Q is a smooth manifold without boundary, both Theorem 1.2 and Corollary 1.4 reduce to
the classical Poincaré–Hopf theorem. Hence, both can be considered to be generalizations of this theorem to orbifolds
with boundary, in the spirit of [13].
3.4. Examples
Example 3.5. We start with the example of a single point Q = {p} with the trivial action of a finite group G. In
this case, the equivalence relation reduces to conjugation in the group. We have that Q˜ = {(p, (g)): (g) ∈ T }, and
the degree shifting number ι(g) = 0 for each (g) ∈ T (see [3]). The Euler–Satake characteristic is 1|G| , and the Euler
characteristic is 1.
The contribution of each connected component {(p, (g))} of Q˜ to the orbifold cohomology is in H 0orb(Q), so that
if l is the number of conjugacy classes in G,
Hdorb(Q) =
{
Rl , d = 0,
0, d = 0.
The curvature form of each point is the function Ω(p, (g)) = 1|C(g)| = χorb((p, (g))), so that summing this value
over each of the connected components of Q˜ gives∑
(g)∈T
1
|C(g)| =
∑
(g)∈T
|(g)|
|G| = 1 = χ(XQ).
Example 3.6. Let Q denote the Zk-teardrop, which again is formed by replacing the northern hemisphere of S2 with
R2/Zk and has underlying space XQ = S2. In this case, Q˜ = Q unionsq⊔k−1i=1 {(p, (i))}. The group Zk acts trivially on
each (p, (i)), so that the orbifold Euler–Satake characteristic of each of these points is 1
k
. For the nontwisted sector,
χorb(Q˜(1)) = χorb(Q) = k+1k , so that∫
Q˜
E(Ω˜) = χorb(Q)+
k−1∑
i=1
χorb
((
p, (i)
))= k + 1
k
+ (k − 1)1
k
= 2 = χ(XQ).
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